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BALTIMORE CITY DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING 

URBAN DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE ADVISORY PANEL 

MEETING MINUTES 

Date: February 27, 2020       Meeting #30 

Project: Alta Federal Hill II      Phase: Continued Schematic 

Location: 1900 S. Hanover Street 

 

CONTEXT/BACKGROUND: 

Steve Rolls with Wood Partners introduced the project and project team.  The proposed 
development seeks to transition the rowhouse scale of the overall neighborhood with the 
larger scale of the new multifamily buildings within the Wells Street and S. Hanover corridor. 
This project is located within a variety scales (CSX, 95, residential). Beginning with the site, the 
team has focused revisions on the Panels’ comments. Crosswalk has been aligned with existing 
crosswalks for safer crossing; using paving and planting to pull people from S. Hanover Street 
into amenity space. Bicycle racks clustered at corner. Planter boxes separate space into outdoor 
use for commercial (could be a coffee bar) and public sidewalk. Storm water and reforestation 
at the side of the site beyond I-95; easements are a challenge in this area and govern what can 
be done. 

With regard to the building, main pedestrian entrance bay has been pulled forward an 
additional 2’ (formerly brick bay with automobile and pedestrian entrances in the same plane). 
Awning and paving conditions attempt to create a front porch condition on Hanover St. Corner 
mass has been pushed forward 2’ to differentiate from the internal street. Balconies are treated 
with glazing instead of metal rail; balconies are limited along internal street and top has been 
simplified, as has the overall color palette.  

Landscape palette pulled from context for continuity. Adding as much planting as possible in 
the plaza. Hardscape is reserved, grey tones; wide sidewalk has been organized into zones with 
landscaped edge against street. Carrying light and signage types through from Phase I for 
uniformity and consistency.  

 

DISCUSSION: 

The Panel thanked the team for developing the landscape design and asked questions related 
to the site, entrances, etc.   
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Site: 

 Paving surfaces and ramps pose a challenge for continuity, tripping at the drive court 
entry 

 Consider adding bollards in the internal drop off court 
 Interior plantings in the drop off court should be shade resistant; look at varieties that 

are native and hearty  
 Treatment of the greenspace is key; artwork, planting, etc. will help this space feel more 

deliberate – opportunity for this space to develop  
 Sunken seating area seems narrow and likely it could collect trash if not maintained 

properly; this space is deepest 2’  

 

Building: 

 Think about reducing number of entry access points along the drive court in favor of 
providing proper pedestrian circulation with the limited space available  

 Elevations: Deemphasize the vehicular opening by removing one of the brick piers – 
hierarchy at the ground level main entry will help make the courtyard feel more like part 
of the street sequence and connect internal space back out rather than competing with 
the other parts of the façade. 

 Pulling the entrance volume out is not helpful; focus on the ground level and weaving 
the pieces together horizontally as one cohesive gesture in the prominent volume along 
Hanover. 

 Focus on brick plane as entrance and allow corner piece to read as mass – currently 
feels fragmented; consider stitching the parapet back together above the windows in 
order to consolidate the taller volume. 

 

Next Steps: 

Continue the development of the project addressing the comments above. 

 
Attending: 
Steve Rolls, Jason Burrell, David Moore, Scott Zimmerly – Wood Partners 
KaMann Skinner, Mick Mobila, Matt Ausly, Johnathan Parsons - JDavis 
Melody Simmons - BBJ 
 
Mr. Anthony, Mses. Ilieva, O’Neill and Bradley – UDAAP Panel 
 
Laurie Feinberg*, Ren Southard, Matt DeSantis, Brent Flickinger, Tamara Woods – Planning  


